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Nominees
Printmaking

D ionne Haroutunian
Eva Isaksen

D eborah Mersky
E lizabeth Sandvig

Painting
Donnabelle C asis

John Feodorov
P hilip Govedare

Julia Ricketts

Selection Panel
In Printmaking:

Sarah Bergman
Sam Davidson

Rhonda Howard
Sally Behnke

In Painting:
Will iam  True
Jam es Harris
Jaq Chartier

Nominating Panel:
In Printmaking:

Sean Elwood
Greg R obinson

Barbara R obertson
Gene Gentry M cMahon

In Painting:
D enzil Hurley
Steve Charles

E mily Hall
Deborah P aine

The Behnke family is delighted at the opportunity to honor N orthwest

artists. Our com munity is blessed with people who are dedicated to

making it a more livable place and artists assume an important role.

2002 has brought many changes. We are no longer working in

partnership with the Bank of Am erica Gallery but we thank them for

the m any years they helped us produce a wonderful exhibition and

catalogue. We look forward to  forging new partnerships as we to

continue to support Northwest artists.

 I n 2002 the Behnke fam ily will award two fellowships, one in painting

and the other in printmaking. As N ed Behnke was a painter, we will

continue to support artists each year in that discipl ine. After giving

fellowships in photography and sculpture, we have chosen to support

printmaking for the years 2002 and 2003. Congratulations to all the

nominated artists!
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N ed Behnke was a beloved member of the Behnke fam ily and a
renowned and talented painter. Ned had a passion for the arts that
extended beyond his own work . He appreciated the myriad forms
that art takes and real ized its importance in the comm unity. The
Behnke family believes that Ned would be proud to support artists
whose work  fosters a conscious, vital  and more livable world.

T he N eddy wi ll enable the artist recipient to flourish. The fellowship
wi ll support artists whose work is energetic and innovative. Recipients
of T he Neddy will be vibrant, talented artists who have a unique
vision and who exhibit a strong passion for their art and for art in the
comm unity.



Printmakers  /  The 2002 Neddy Nom inees

Dionne Haroutunian
“Being the daughter of an Arm enian genocide survivor, I  have an
unwavering awareness of the violence and bloodshed taking place
worldwide. My interest as an artist naturally gravitates toward themes
such as wars, holocausts, discrimination and the need to bear
witness. I wanted to incorporate images of people who had been
stopped in the act of being alive— enjoying the present, and looking
to the future. As my reflection deepened, I  found m ysel f drawn to
vibrant colors, and rich
textures to balance the
sadness and keep the
beauty and m agic of life
an integral  part of m y
quest.”

Eva Isaksen
Eva Isaksen’s early prints were monotypes. From
there, she began to explore and incorporate collage,
and m ost recently her work has involved the layering
of very thin papers, printed using plants, seeds, yarn,
fabric, rubber bands, plastic and l inoleum, which are
then col laged onto the surface of the piece. “My work
is not traditi onal printmaking, but everything in my work
is printed by hand or through a press. I  do not paint or
draw on the surface; all  the material appl ied in m y
work is printed ahead of tim e.”

Deborah Mersky
D eborah Mersky has developed a visually compel ling personal
vocabulary of im ages that emerge through the unique relief process
of clay printing. “I t i s such a di rect and simple process, a very
responsive and soft rel ief technique, really, and it continues to occupy
m e. I find the clay surface to suit me perfectly. It can appear dry and
textural, with a look of sturdy roughness that gives character to my
work.” M ersky’s subjects, which include birds, insects, leaves and

vines, som etim es
combined with vessels
such as urns and
oi ljars and arranged
into patterns, reflect the
strength and m ystery
of the natural world.
While the artist has
worked in a wide
variety of m edia,
including etched glass
and laser-cut steel, her
work has almost
always originated in
studies m ade by
pressing inked
surfaces against paper.

Julia Ricketts
Julia Ricketts creates evocative paintings that contain visual
representations of aerial maps, construction sites and the com plex
urban envi ronments in which we live. “I  have always been curious
about the structure of the city, which is both designed and accidental
in nature,” she states. “Originally a response to the rapid collapse
and regrowth of my hom etown of Pi ttsburgh, my curiosity about the
origins and growth of cities has grown to encompass historical
sources such as m aps and archi tectural plans. I  want the paintings
to become objects that are every bit as varied, nuanced and strange
as the world I find around m e.”

Philip Govedare
“In our time, it i s no longer possible to experience landscape without
a sense of loss and uncertainty. Nature is im periled, precarious and
finite. N o aspect of our natural  environm ent is unaffected by
development, technology and modern industry…  Any reading of
contemporary landscape painting must carry an implicit awareness
of this predicam ent. Otherwise, we risk nostalgia, believing in a past
that li ves only in the romantic im agination.”

John Feodorov
“For the past ten years, my artwork has
addressed the spiritual al ienation that exists
within our consumer culture. This alienation is
often unrecognized, since consumerism distracts
us from questioning our place in the universe
and in our comm unities. In my work, I attempt
to combine the two seem ingly antagonistic
concepts of the Sacred and the Profane into new
mani festations of American spiri tuality.”

Donnabelle Casis
“I  am  fascinated by the act of seeing, looking, and the cognitive
process through which visual inform ation is understood. In m y
paintings, I juxtapose contradictory elements to create a whole—
the more awkward, implausible and hum orous, the better. For me,
these images convulse and converge on the canvas.  When the
final forms appear, they are raw and naked. They take me by
surprise.” In the words of one critic, “these paintings have tremendous
visual energy.
The works
explode in
places and
implode in
others. C asis
creates
surfaces that
are as alive as
her subject,
and
backgrounds
that refuse to
sit still and be
backgrounds.”
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Elizabeth Sandvig
D escriptions of Eli zabeth Sandvig often include the words
perseverance, passion, dedication, and generosity. Working most
recently with sonogram s derived from bird song, and with images
and gestures of the fem ale body, Sandvig continues to investigate
and advance the print medium with agil ity. “I  am stim ulated by the
struggle to make images and ideas come together by seeking the
right combination of my hand and my mind in arriving at an energetic
resolution, which is primari ly visual, and secondarily pictorial ,” she
says. For more than four decades, Sandvig has challenged herself
artistical ly, i n prints, paintings, m ixed media and sculpture, and she

Lift   /   1995   /   Etching

has provided a model of achievement and a source of inspiration
and encouragem ent for legions of artists in the community throughout
her career.

Hope & Survival   /    2001  /  Mixed print media True Blue Birds   /   2001
Clay print ink gouache on paper

Untitled   /   2001   /   Charcoal   /    22" x 30”

Subdivide   /   2002   /   Mixed media on panel

Dog with Spirits   /   2002   /   Oil on canvasShort Stories   /   2002   /   Collage on canvas

Untitled (20-09)  /  2000  /  Oil on canvas


